
FEATHER & HAY TEXTILES 
The Giant Scarves have been hand woven for those that love wild
landscapes. The designs are inspired by Scotland’s Highlands, in
particular the eastern side where the Angus Glens skirt the Cairngorm
National Park. It is a place of mountains, granite plateaus, heather-clad
moors, rivers and lochs.
Each scarf has unique hand blended and spun inlays that thread the wild
details into traditional hand woven patterns.
Eske Esk means – spitting rain that precedes a heavy storm in Glen Esk.
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Ben Lomond Topography Print - £20

KILO PAPA STUDIO
My work is deeply connected to and inspired by Scotland,
from landmark to landscape. My Mountain Series is a
collection of drawings focussed on Scotland's Hills & Munro's,
where I look at the natural forms of land contours from
ordnance maps and illustrate popular hills in my signature
hand drawn style.
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All copyright of designs, photographs and text belongs to each artist. Thank
you to each artist for agreeing to be included, any inaccuracies within the
text or prices are my fault for which I shall not be held liable.

Giant Scarf - Eske Esk - £155

Arran landscape bangle - £402

JEN CUNNINGHAM - LANDSCAPE INSPIRED JEWELLERY
The Arran landscape bangle has a special place in my heart.
Arran was the view I had growing up as a child.  Each bangle
is individually handmade by me from 100% recycled sterling
silver, the Isle of Arran bangle is a great memento of time
spent on this beautiful island on the Clyde. 

Awaiting Dawn - £95
JANE HUNTER - VISUAL ARTIST
The paintings I make explore, question and speak
intimately of my connection to, and experience in,
the landscape. My practice combines my
fascination with the geological composition of the
landscape, along with my experiences of walking
within it.

Mount Rainier Pattern PDF - £5
VIKASSPACE
Mountains are special, aren’t they? This PDF guide will
walk you through and show you exactly how to make one
for your home. Best part - it is beginner friendly. It’s all
about enjoying a simple craft with stunning results.

Welcome to your 2021 gift guide; full of
beautiful works, inspired by landscapes.
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